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"Rwanda Nziza" = Beautiful Rwanda
The title of the national anthem, and equally how we feel about this dear country

Wongs in Africa: REVIVAL!!!
A stirring is happening in our community of faith. During our Thursday night
fellowship time of prayer and spontaneous worship, the Holy Spirit has been
speaking to us powerfully on revival.
Rwanda was the epicenter of the East African Revival in 1929, when a British
missionary doctor by the name of Dr. Joe Church met with another Rwandan in
hunger for personal growth and revival, praying endlessly in a small thatched
hut for days with a small group of other likeminded believers. What transpired
was a powerful move of the Holy Spirit, with transformed believers walking on
foot and spreading the news of the gospel in the book of Acts-like-faith. The
gospel spread like wildfire in Rwanda, and eventually to neighboring countries
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Uganda and Kenya. The East African Revival has been quoted as one of the
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longest lasting revivals in church history. A small synopsis can be found here.
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With Rwanda hosting the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in a
week, all public and international eyes are on the country. As I type this, the
Rwandan government is pouring into road construction, buildings, and months
of a nationwide facelift to impress the world. This small country which has
come from so far since 1994 can be a shining light of Jesus to the continent.
However, because this country has come so far, pride and self-reliance is
rampant, grieving the Holy Spirit from working. Please pray for our country
for a Deep Revival to happen again, where nearly 100 years later the Spirit
can flow powerfully once again with radical transformation to this new
generation of Africans, and ultimately spread to the ends of the earth.
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Africa New Life Ministries has been sponsoring this Afghan refugee family since late
2021. I have had the honor and privilege to have treated almost every family member
in my dental chair. This has opened up a sweet friendship which we are praying will
ultimately lead to open doors to talk about faith and a Savior! Time is precious, as
they are waiting for ultimate relocation to America. Please join us in prayer for this
beautiful family.
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This is Mohammed. His mother was 7 months pregnant while running and escaping
from the Taliban for 4 days. He was born in Rwanda, and his official name is
Mohammed Kigali. Jesse really gets his baby fix with this sack of cuddles.
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Friends and coworkers are either getting married or having babies. We celebrated
the name giving ceremony of Megan, the daughter of my assistant Emerence.

Prayer requests
1. Pray for Revival in Rwanda, and that He would use our community of faith as a
catalyst.
2. Our team keeps growing and changing. We now have 10 staff, of which 5 are
dentists/therapist and the rest support staff. We have our first team retreat July 11th.
Pray for continual bonding, faith and kingdom building!
Thank you for your love, support and prayers.
Love,

The Wongs

If you wish to give towards the work in Rwanda, click the link below.

https://cten.org/jessewong
Both Canadians and Americans can give and receive a donations tax receipt. Our
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mission agency, Commission to Every Nation (CTEN), is among the top 50 Christian
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organizations in donations. It has received a 5/5-star rating from ministrywatch.com
for accountability in usage of donor funds. CTEN is 1 of 5 in that top list that received
a 5 star rating.
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